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Introduction
What do we mean by particle detection?

•Counting
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•Gamma-ray 
spectroscopy
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•Particle Identification

•Nuclei:  Z, A

•Neutron, gamma??
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entiate between these options based solely on the experimen-
tal observations; however, a preference for option 2 (as indi-
cated in Fig. 2) is found on the basis of a comparison with
the level scheme for 177Au [9]—see Sec. IV A for further
justification. By the same token, transitions similar to the
350- and 371-keV ! rays in 179Au have not been observed in
the heavier odd-mass Au nuclei.
Since there is no known transition from the observed level

to the 179Au ground state, the assignments for the band-head
states rest on systematic comparisons with band structures in
the heavier odd-mass Au nuclei. To facilitate such compari-
sons, the low-spin structures of 179Au and 181Au are shown
in Fig. 6 where the level scheme for 181Au serves as a rep-
resentative for the heavier isotopes. There is an obvious simi-
larity between the yrast band in 179Au and the corresponding
structures in 181Au, 183Au, and 185Au, the latter being based
on a 13/2+ state. Therefore, the state at an !x+387"-keV

excitation energy in 179Au is assigned a spin and parity of
13/2+. Furthermore, the positive-parity bands in 181Au,
183Au, and 185Au are observed to decay out of the 13/2+ state
to 13/2− and 11/2− levels in lower-lying band structures.
The states near the bottom of bands 2 and 3 are assigned the
same spins, by analogy.

IV. DISCUSSION

The primary reason for studying the high-spin structure of
179Au is to understand the trend of the prolate proton intruder
bands ("i13/2, "h9/2, and "f7/2) in nuclei below the N=103
neutron midshell. The motivation is a twofold one: (i) to
study the excitation energies of these structures relative to
each other, and (ii) to learn about deformation trends as a
function of mass number.

A. Configuration assignments

In 175#A#187 odd Au isotopes, the yrast sequence at
moderate spins (e.g., 17/2$ to 53/2$) is associated with the
"i13/2 intruder band [9–12]. The low-K, prolate character of
this sequence (as expected for orbitals near the bottom of a
shell) is indicated by its large signature splitting (i.e., only
one signature is observed). In those nuclei, this band is ob-
served to end at the 13/2+ band head, and the decay out of
this level feeds 13/2− and 11/2− states in "h9/2 and "f7/2
configurations. The same appears to apply for 179Au.
As discussed in the preceding section, it is likely that the

350- and 371-keV ! rays feed separate states, or a single
state from separate levels in band 1. It is possible that Cori-
olis coupling of the valence proton to the core is sufficiently
weakened that the 9/2+ state of the "i13/2 band drops lower
in energy than the 13/2+ level. If this is indeed the case, it is
likely that the 371-keV ! ray decays directly from the 13/2+
state of band 1, while the 351-keV transition decays from the
9/2+ level.
Below the 13/2+ state in 181Au and heavier Au nuclei, the

yrast levels are assigned to the favored signature !%

FIG. 2. Level scheme for 179Au deduced from this work. The
location of the 9/2− state with respect to the ground state remains
uncertain as indicated by x. In addition the known %-decaying 5/2−
state is denoted at an unknown energy !&" below the 9/2− level.

FIG. 3. Representative A=179 gated !-ray coincidence spec-
trum from the 90Zr!90Zr,1p"179Au experiment (no RDT gating).
The spectrum is generated from the sum of 153-, 262-, 354-, 435-,
507-, 574-, 633-, and 680-keV gated spectra.

HIGH-SPIN STATES IN 179Au: SPECTROSCOPY OF… PHYSICAL REVIEW C 69, 064315 (2004)

064315-5

W. Mueller et al.
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Figure 3.6: Uncalibrated particle identification spectrum of fragments created in re-
action 86Kr+181Ta at B⇢=2.07 Tm. The inset shows zoomed area around the missing
8Be.

individual isotopes. This procedure was applied to all magnetic rigidity settings and

all beam-target combinations.

3.3.2 RIKEN experiment

At 64 MeV/u significant fractions of 86Kr are not fully stripped of electrons after

traversing the target. The charge state distribution of 86Kr showed that approxi-
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• Nuclear and particle physics.

• Astronomy

• Medicine

• Industry

• . . . 

General role and uses of particle detectors

Discover of the neutron 
by Chadwick (1932) 

9Be(𝛼,n)
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Credit: (NASA / Chandra)
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Interaction of radiation with matter
We detect particles through their direct and indirect interactions 
within a detector volume.

Heavy charged 
particles (p, 𝜶, ions) Neutrons

Fast electrons / 
positrons X-rays and 𝛄-rays

Charged Particles Neutral Particles
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We detect particles through their direct and indirect interactions 
within a detector volume.

Heavy charged 
particles (p, 𝜶, ions) Neutrons

Fast electrons / 
positrons X-rays and 𝛄-rays

Charged Particles Neutral Particles

Charged particles undergo 
continuous interaction through the 
coulomb force.

Many orbital electron interactions,
•Excitation
•Ionization

Conversion of particle energy 
primarily through localized interactions
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Energy loss of heavy charged particles
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• Bethe formula (1930 Hans Bethe):
 z = incident-particle charge      v = incident-particle velocity
N = absorber number density    Z = absorber atomic number
m0 = electron mass                    e = electron charge
I  = Mean excitation potential  ( Carbon: 73.8 eV,  Silicon: 174.5 eV,  Lead: 818.8 eV)
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Gaseous ionization chambers
• Ionization and excitation of detector gas.

• Energy to produce an electron-ion pair is ~30eV.

• Collection times for electrons and ions differ greatly, of order µs for 
electrons compared to ms for ions.

• Relatively simple detectors and can have large dimensions.

++ + +
- - --

V
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Gaseous ionization chambers
• Ionization and excitation of detector gas.

• Energy to produce an electron-ion pair is ~30eV.

• Collection times for electrons and ions differ greatly, of order µs for 
electrons compared to ms for ions.

• Relatively simple detectors and can have large dimensions.

++ + +
- - --

Frisch grid
ion chamber
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D1

D2

Focal plane

Target chamber
Secondary beam
from A1900

S800 Spectrograph

Gaseous chambers in the NSCL S800

• Large magnetic separator.

• Relatively large acceptance 
in solid angle and momentum.

• Designed for reaction studies 
with exotic beams produced 
through projectile 
fragmentation at NSCL.
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Gaseous chambers in the NSCL S800
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Silicon Detectors
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Silicon

4 valence electrons that participate 
in covalent bonding.

8A

12B

3A 4A 5A 6A 7A

Los Alamos National Laboratory Chemistry Division

31

13 14 15 16 17 18

32 33 34 35 36

5 6 7 8 9 10

2

B C N O F

Al Si P S Cl

Ga Ge As Se Br

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

10.81

26.98

12.01

28.09

14.01

69.72 72.64

30.97

74.92

16.00 19.00 20.18

4.003

32.06 35.45 39.95

78.96 79.90 83.79

helium

boron carbon nitrogen oxygen fluorine neon

aluminum silicon phosphorus sulfur chlorine argon

gallium germanium arsenic selenium bromine krypton
[Ar]4s23d104p3

[Ne]3s23p6[Ne]3s23p4

1s2

[Ne]3s23p5

[He]2s22p1
[He]2s22p2 [He]2s22p3 [He]2s22p4 [He]2s22p5 [He]2s22p6

[Ar]4s23d104p5

[Ne]3s23p1 [Ne]3s23p3[Ne]3s23p2

[Ar]4s23d104p1 [Ar]4s23d104p2 [Ar]4s23d104p4 [Ar]4s23d104p6

(From LANL Chem. Div.)

The Avogadro Project
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Electronic band structure 
• Atoms have discrete energy levels.
• Electrons in crystals are arranged in energy bands.
• Forbidden regions, where no wavelike electron orbitals exist, 

are known as bandgaps.

Insulator Metal Semiconductor
(At T=0)

Filled

Valence
band

Conduction
band

Semiconductor
(At finite temperature)

Eg
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Insulator band structure
(From Tsoulfanidis)

• The probability that a state of energy E is occupied 
is given by the Fermi distribution function.

• In an insulator the band gap is relatively large.

• Even at large finite temperature the number of 
electrons in the conduction band is zero.

P (E) =
1

1 + e(E�Ef )/kT
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Semiconductor band structure

• In an semiconductor the band gap is relatively small.

• At finite temperature the number of electrons in the conduction band is finite 
but small compared to a metal.  If an electric field is applied a current will flow.

• At T=0, states can be filled up to the Fermi energy and the number of 
electrons in the conduction band is zero.  At T=0 the semiconductor is an 
insulator.

(From Tsoulfanidis)
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Intrinsic (pure) silicon

Si Si

SiSi

Si

Si Si

Si

Si

• At finite temperature there are on the order 
ni ~1010 electrons/cm3 in the conduction band that 
are free to move through the lattice.

• An equilibrium concentration of electron-hole 
pairs is created and the intrinsic-carrier densities 
are equal,

• These electron-hole pairs diffuse randomly, if we 
apply an electric field we can collect these charges.

• There are always impurities and defects in real 
crystalline silicon.

Valence
band

Conduction
band

ni = pi
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Impurities: n-type silicon

As Si

SiSi

Si

Si Si

Si

Si

e-

Valence
band

Conduction
band

Donor
levels

• We can dope a semiconductor in order to 
control the number of electrons and holes, 
thus altering the resistivity.

• n-type silicon is doped with atoms that      
add electrons to the conduction band.

• The extra electron does not participate in 
bonding.

• Typically come from Group V when added to 
Si or Ge and have a weakly-bound electron.

• The wavefunction of the impurity extends 
over many of its neighbor atoms.

• Electrons are the majority carrier.

• Energy gap between the donor 
levels and the conduction band is 
small.

• Contributes to the electron 
concentration without adding 
holes to the valence band of the 
lattice.
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Impurities: p-type silicon

Ga Si

SiSi

Si

Si Si

Si

Si

Valence
band

Conduction
band

Acceptor
levels

• p-type silicon is doped with atoms 
that add holes to the valence band.

• Typically come from Group III when 
added to Si or Ge and are missing a 
valence electron.

• Holes are the majority carrier.

• Energy gap between the acceptor 
levels and the valence band is small.

• Contributes to the hole concentration 
without adding electrons to the 
conduction band of the lattice.
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Crystalline inorganic scintillators

(From Krane)
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The p-n junction

n-type
doping

p-type
doping

-
+

(From Knoll)

Concentration
(log scale)

ni, pi

n

   p
NA

ND

n

p

• Silicon detectors are based on the p-n junction.

• Formed by starting with a bulk n/p material and usually 
diffusing or implanting p/n impurities.

• Near the n-type region the concentration is dominated by 
the donor impurities.

• At the junction interface NA=ND and the silicon is intrinsic. 
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The p-n junction

(From Knoll)

n-type
doping

p-type
doping

-
+
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space charge
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space charge

Depletion region
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Fully depleted detector
• In the depletion region any electron-hole pairs 

are swept away by the electric field generated 
by the contact potential.

• THIS IS VERY SIMILAR TO AN IONIZATION 
CHAMBER.

• A detector is fully depleted when the electric 
field extends across the entire thickness of the 
detector.

++
+- -

-

(-) (+)

p n

+-

V > VD

V = VD

V < VD

Thickness

V 

0 t 
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Silicon as a detector

++
+- -

-

•Silicon detectors are solid-state analogs of 
the ionization chamber.

•Unlike an ionization chamber, the mobility 
of the charge carriers (electrons and holes) 
are of the same order.

•At high enough voltages the charge-carrier 
velocity saturates and is on the order of, 

for a detector 1mm thick.

•The amount of time it takes to collect the 
charge is effects the rise time of the signal 
and thus the timing response.

• Ionization energy of order 3eV compared 
to 30 eV for an ionization chamber.

10

7
cm/s =) < 10 ns collection time

ZA

Dead
layer
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Dead layers

•We can control the active volume of a 
detector by controlling the depletion 
region.

•In a fully depleted detector almost the 
entire volume is active.

•However, there is always an inactive 
region of the detector called the dead 
layer.

•This may be a non-negligible source of 
energy loss.

++
+- -

- ZA

Dead
layer
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Silicon detectors
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DESIGN S 
SPECIALIST DETECTORS FOR NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

 
SILICON DETECTOR TYPE: SINGLE AND DOUBLE SIDED RING COUNTER DESIGN 

DESIGN: Totally depleted ion implanted detector with segmented rings and optional 

double sided sectors. The S3 features complete rings with signal outputs tracked 

on the silicon detector using a narrow double metal readout system. The designs 

exhibiting over voltage capability with excellent radiation damage resistance and 

annealing capability for high neutron and heavy ion damage. 

 

DESIGN S1 S2 S3 
WAFER TECHNOLOGY 4 4 4 

JUNCTION WINDOW 2M 2M 2D 

OHMIC WINDOW 2M 2M 2M 

ACTVE OUTER DIAMETER 96 mm 70 mm 70 mm 

ACTVE INNER DIAMETER 48 mm 22 mm 22 mm 

CHIP OUTER DIAMETER 100 mm 76 mm 76 mm 

CHIP INNER  HOLE DIAMETER 46 mm 20 mm 20 mm 

N
o
 of JUNCTION ELEMENTS 64 Segments 

48 Incomplete 

Rings 

24 Complete 

Rings 

JUNCTION ELEMENT PITCH 1505 um 491 um 886 um 

JUNCTION ELEMENT SEAPARAION 96 um 100 um 100 um 

N
o
 of OHMIC ELEMENTS 16 16 32 

PACKAGE PCB PCB* PCB*
3
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
S1 detector and PCB as viewed from the p- and n-side.                S2 detector and PCB as viewed from the p- and n-side. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

S3 detector and PCB as viewed from the p- and n-side. 
 

QUALITY ASSURANCE: ISO9001

                                                 
3
 S2 and S3 detectors use the same PCB design template. 
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DESIGN W1 
SPECIALIST DETECTORS FOR NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

SILICON DETECTOR TYPE: TOTALLY DEPLETED SINGLE OR DOUBLE SIDED DC MICROSTRIP. 
TECHNOLOGY: 4 INCH SILICON 
No JUNCTION ELEMENTS: 16 
No OHMIC ELEMENTS: 16 
ELEMENT LENGTH: 49.5 mm 
ELEMENT PITCH: 3.1 mm 
ELEMENT WIDTH: 3000.0 µm 
ACTIVE AREA: 50.0 x 50.0 mm2 

CHIP DIMENSIONS: Variable to fit package. 
 
 

 
             Design W1(DS)-300 7G/2M on a                                                    Design W1(DS)-300 2M/2M on a 
        standard FR4 transmission package*.                standard ceramic transmission package. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         
                                                

 
          Design W1(DS)-300 2M/2M on a                                                            Design W1(DS)-300 2M/2M on a 
         custom FR4 transmission package.                    minimum material transmission package. 
 
 
JUNCTION WINDOW: 2/7/9 M/T/P 
 
OHMIC WINDOW: 2M 
 
PACKAGE: Range of package available, some shown above. 
ACCEPTANCE: 100 %  
 

*Compatable with the MSX25 detector assembly for a dE/E configuration. 
 

QUALITY ASSURANCE: ISO9001
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DESIGN MMM 
DOUBLE SIDED 60o WEDGE DETECTOR FOR RADIOACTIVE BEAM PHYSICS 

 
 
 
Front Junction Side 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Rear Ohmic Side 
 
 
 
 
 
SILICON DETECTOR TYPE:  DOUBLE SIDED DC STRIP DETECTOR 
TECNOLOGY:  6 INCH SILICON 
EXPERIMENTS:  HYBALL and TIARA 
JUNCTION WINDOW:   2M 
OHMIC WINDOW:   2M 
ACTIVE AREA:  54000 mm2 
 INNER RADIUS:   32.6 mm 
 OUTER RADIUS:   135.1 mm 
No ANNULAR JUNCTION STRIPS:  16 
 STRIP PITCH:    6.4 mm 
No RADIAL OHMIC STRIPS:   8 
 SECTOR ANGLE:   6.8o 
DETECTOR THICKNESS [∆E]:   150 µm 
DETECTOR THICKNESS [E]:   400 µm 
DEPLETION VOLTAGE [E]:   100 V max 
 
PACKAGE:     PCB Transmission with tracking. 
      Readout from one end of strips via 3M, 50 way connector with 
      side latches, part No 3433-6602. 
 
EXPERIMENTS:     HYBALL, ORNL USA 
      TIARA, UNIVERSITY OF SURREY UK 
 

 
 
 

QUALITY ASSURANCE: ISO9001
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DESIGN X 
SPECIALIST DETECTORS FOR NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

 
SILICON DETECTOR TYPE: POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTOR (PSD) 
DESIGN: Silicon planar ion implanted structure p on n silicon totally depleted with resistive p 

junction layer featuring high uniformity and equipotential channel along the linear axis 
between the two anodes of this common cathode device on all microstrip channels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         X1 Assembly                         X2 Assembly                          X3 Assembly             Super X3 with standard Pads on Rear 
 
DESIGN X1(SS) X2(SS) X3(SS) / Super X3(DS) 
TECHOLOGY 4 6 4 
JUNCTION WINDOW PSD PSD PSD 
OHMIC WINDOW 2M 2M 2M 
No CHANNELS 16 4 4/ 8 

POSITION SENSITIVE 1 axis on each of the 16 
channels 

1 axis on each of the 4 
channels 

1 axis on each of the 4 
channels 

POSITION RESOLUTION 200 µm 5650 µm 10000 µm 
STRIP AREA  5.55 x 94.80 mm2 10.0 x 75.0 mm2 
ACTIVE AREA 50 x 50 mm2 22.2 x 94.8 mm2 40.3 x 75.0 mm2 
CHIP DIMENSION 52.1 x 52.1 mm2 24.6 x 96.8 mm2 43.3 x 78.0 mm2 

FULL DEPLETION (FD) 10 - 250 V  
Subject to selected thickness  20 V 10 - 250 V 

Subject to selected thickness 

LEAKAGE CURRENT (FD) 50 – 250 nA 
Subject to selected thickness 30 – 50 nA 50 – 250 nA 

Subject to selected thickness 
TOTAL CURRENT (FD) 1 – 3 µΑ 1 µΑ 1 – 3 µΑ 

CAPACITANCE (FD) 40 – 20 pF/cm 
Subject to selected thickness  600 pF/strip 40 – 20 pF/cm 

Subject to selected thickness 
INTER ANODE 
RESISTANCE 3 – 10 KΩ 4 – 10 KΩ 4 – 10 KΩ 

ENTRANCE/EXIT WINDOW 0.2 µm   
THICKNESS 60, 140, 300, 500  & 1000 µm  300 µm 60, 140, 300, 500 & 1000 µm 
ALPHA RESOLUTION 55 KeV Typical  75 KeV Typical 75 KeV Typical 

PACKAGES PCB with connectors 
70.0 x 80.0 x 1.6 mm3 

PCB with connections 
98.0 x 27.76 x 1.6 mm3 PCB with connector 

CONNECTORS Leading Edge connector Junkosha Miniature 
Coaxial cable 90o Unshrouded connector 

MINIMUM ACCEPTANCE LEVEL 100 % 100 % 100 % 
QUALITY ASSURANCE: ISO9001
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Spectroscopy with silicon

228Th source
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ΔE-E particle identification

ΔE E

• If you remember back to the Bethe 
equation . . .

dE

dx

/ mzz
2

E

ln(C
E

mz
)
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No 5He

H

He

Li

Be

B

N

O

ΔE-E particle identification
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Science with 
EXOTIC BEAMS
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Exotic-beam decay spectroscopy

CSS1
CSS2 Alpha

Spectrometer

LISE3

Implantation
Station

• Fragmentation of 78Kr primary 
beam on a natNi target.

•E = 70 MeV/u

• Implant-decay experiment using 
β-p and β-ɣ event tagging.
















• ToF from RF and MCP's.

• 300-µm Si ΔE detector and                  
300-µm Si degrader.

• Heavy ions are implanted into a 16x16 
strip DSSD (3-mm pitch, 300 µm thick).

• ɣ's are measured using four high-purity 
germanium clover detectors (HPGe).
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Exotic-beam decay spectroscopy
















• PID
• Energy loss from silicon

• ToF from RF and MCP
• Energy Degrader

• Decreases heavy ion 
energy

• Optimized to stop nuclei 
in the middle of the DSSD

• Charged-particle 
spectroscopy (DSSD)

• VETO (SiLi)
• Gamma spectroscopy

• 4 HPGe clovers
• Detect coincident gamma 

rays
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• Time between heavy-ion implantation event and decay event in DSSD allows 
us to measure the decay curve.

• Charged-particle spectroscopy in the DSSD allows us to observe proton 
emission.

• DSSD pixelation allows us to spatially correlate the correct heavy ion with it’s 
charged-particle decay.
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Nucleus t1/2 (ms) Feeding to 
IAS (%)

log(ft) ME (keV) ΔMEAME(keV)

65Se 33(4) 52(18) 3.44(17) -33358(141) +438
69Kr 27(3) 50(19) 3.53(18) -32128( 96) -312

•Upper limit on proton-branching ratio to the 69Br ground state of < 5%.

A.M. Rogers et al., Physical Review C 84, 051306(R) (2011)
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SINGLE-NEUTRON ENERGIES OUTSIDE 136Xe PHYSICAL REVIEWC 84, 024325 (2011)

FIG. 2. (Color online) (Top) Proton energy versus longitudinal distance traveled between the target and the point of impact on the Si array,
!z, for the d(136Xe,p)137Xe reaction at 10 MeV/u and a 2-T field. The plot is a composite of two different target positions, as discussed in the
text. (Bottom) Representative proton spectrum. Peaks are labeled by their energy (to the nearest keV) and by their " value, spin, and parity,
where these quantities are known. States marked with a ! symbol are those with energy, " value, or both, deduced for the first time in this
work. A smooth background has been subtracted to produce the displayed spectrum as discussed in the text.

was smooth and was subtracted in the analysis, the associated
uncertainty in the extracted yields is discussed below.

The proton data were binned according to their position
z along the beam axis. A typical spectrum of proton energy
versus !z, the distance between the target and point of impact
on the array, is given in the upper portion of Fig. 2. The
sloping lines in this plot correspond to the population of
different excited states in the final nucleus; the ground state
is labeled for illustration. The locus of a line for a particular
final state corresponds to different proton angles. The central
position of each PSD on the array, at the two target-array
distances, was chosen as the set of angles for the angular
distributions, although the corresponding c.m. angle does
depend on the excitation energy. For the angular distributions,
the data were binned according to the angular range covered by

the respective PSDs; however, in HELIOS, each PSD subtends
equal solid angle in the c.m. frame. The yields to specific final
states were extracted for each of these angles and normalized,
using the elastic-scattering data, to produce absolute cross
sections.

Several factors that contribute to the cross-section uncer-
tainties are estimated here. The solid angle of the monitor
detector is the dominant source of systematic uncertainty
and is estimated to be "11%. With typical beam intensities
of " 5 # 106 ions per second, the beam current integrator
was near the limit of its sensitivity, and the corresponding
uncertainty is estimated to be 5%. From #-source data, the
yield due to the performance of individual PSDs was found
to have an rms variation of "7%. The uncertainty in the
measurement of the Rutherford scattering cross section is at the

024325-3

B.P. Kay et al.
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tube. The assembled HELIOS detector array is shown in Fig. 9. As
constructed, the array has a square cross-section 23mm on a side
and is 710mm long with the active length covering 340mm. The
end of the array is fitted with a four-element, 5mm!5mm
square tantalum aperture for beam collimation; each element is
insulated from the array and the beam current incident on each
element can be monitored to aid beam tuning. The support for the
silicon array includes a liquid-cooled copper block, providing
cooling of the silicon detectors, although this cooling was not
operational during the commissioning experiment. A linear
bearing on the detector-array support structure permits axial
translation of the array within the solenoid volume over a range of
approximately 400mm. To ensure good transmission of the beam
through the array, it must be well aligned with respect to the
beam axis. This alignment is achieved using a translation stage,
providing motion perpendicular to the solenoid axis, and an
alignment ring which allows the plane of the array to tilt.

Conventional electronics are used to process the silicon-
detector signals. Each energy and position signal is first read out
using a charge-sensitive preamplifier (Mesytec MSI-8p), and then
fed to shaper/constant-fraction discriminator units (Mesytec
MSCF-16) that provide trigger information, and produce analog
signals that are digitized using conventional analog-to-digital
converters. The main trigger for the silicon-array readout is
formed from a logical OR of the discriminator outputs for all
energy and position signals.

Target foils in HELIOS are mounted on a nine-position target
fan, and the rotation angle is read out with a digital encoder. The
distance between the target and the array can be changed by
moving the target fan parallel to the beam axis, and the distance is
measured with a laser range finder. Both the rotation and linear
translation of the target fan can be accomplished under vacuum.
In addition to target foils, the target fan can also hold a calibration

source, a Faraday cup, and a silicon-detector telescope for beam
diagnostics.

3.3. The acceptance

HELIOS disperses charged particles along the detector array
in proportion to the reciprocal of their laboratory velocities,
parallel to the beam, vJ " v0cos#ycm$%Vcm. Each detector thus
subtends the same range of cos#ycm$. The actual range of angles
covered in the center-of-mass frame depends on the position of
the array. As seen from Fig. 2, a range of center-of-mass angles
from 211 to 421 is covered for the ground-state transition in
the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction, given a field of 2.0 T, for the interval
covered by the silicon array between &680 and &340mm from
the target.

The solid-angle acceptance also depends on the magnetic field
and the reaction being studied. An increase in the magnetic field
decreases the dispersion and thus increases the coverage in
center-of-mass angles for a given detector position. For example,
for the ground-state transition in the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction at
6MeV/u with a central magnetic field of 2.0 T, each detector
covers an interval of Dcos#ycm$ " 0:028 and covers an azimuthal
range of Df" 0:24p, giving a solid angle of 0.021 sr per element,
and a total solid angle coverage of 0.50 sr for the silicon array in
the center-of-mass frame.

4. Simulations

Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to characterize the
HELIOS response for the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction used for the
commissioning of the instrument. These simulations are similar
to those described in Ref. [5], but incorporate tracking of particles
through the actual measured field map of the HELIOS solenoid,
and a detector array with dimensions of the actual array. The
target is a deuterated polyethylene [(C2D4)n] foil with an areal
density of 84mg=cm2, and all of the silicon detectors are assumed
to have an intrinsic energy resolution of 50 keV FWHM. These
parameters were chosen to match those of the commissioning
experiment described below. Particles in these simulations were
emitted uniformly in laboratory angle.

Fig. 10 shows a simulated spectrum of proton energy versus
position for several different final states in 29Si populated in the
d(28Si,p)29Si reaction. The figure contains simulated events
for three different target-detector separations, &95, &340, and
&490mm, as measured from the target to the most forward edge
of the active silicon. The active array regions for these three
separations are indicated by the sets of lines I, II, and III,
respectively, in Fig. 10. The dashed curve shows the acceptance
limit imposed by the size of the front of the silicon-detector array.
The gaps in the spectrum that line up for different states at the
same value of z are due to the spaces between individual
detectors on the array. The combination of analytical calculation
and Monte-Carlo simulation provides a convenient means to set
up the spectrometer to study particular nuclear reactions.

5. The d(28Si,p)29Si measurement

5.1. Experimental setup

HELIOS was commissioned with a study of the inverse-
kinematic reaction d(28Si,p)29Si. The (d,p) reaction on 28Si is
well-studied [1] and eight states in 29Si are strongly populated
between Ex"0 and 7MeV, separated by an average interval of
0.91MeV. Near 6MeV there is a pair of states separated

Fig. 8. Photograph of one silicon PSD mounted on a printed-circuit board as used
in the HELIOS silicon-detector array.

Fig. 9. The assembled HELIOS silicon-detector array held in its transport stand.
The 5mm !5mm four-element collimator can be seen at the end of the array. The
inset shows a schematic drawing of the array cross-section.
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tube. The assembled HELIOS detector array is shown in Fig. 9. As
constructed, the array has a square cross-section 23mm on a side
and is 710mm long with the active length covering 340mm. The
end of the array is fitted with a four-element, 5mm!5mm
square tantalum aperture for beam collimation; each element is
insulated from the array and the beam current incident on each
element can be monitored to aid beam tuning. The support for the
silicon array includes a liquid-cooled copper block, providing
cooling of the silicon detectors, although this cooling was not
operational during the commissioning experiment. A linear
bearing on the detector-array support structure permits axial
translation of the array within the solenoid volume over a range of
approximately 400mm. To ensure good transmission of the beam
through the array, it must be well aligned with respect to the
beam axis. This alignment is achieved using a translation stage,
providing motion perpendicular to the solenoid axis, and an
alignment ring which allows the plane of the array to tilt.

Conventional electronics are used to process the silicon-
detector signals. Each energy and position signal is first read out
using a charge-sensitive preamplifier (Mesytec MSI-8p), and then
fed to shaper/constant-fraction discriminator units (Mesytec
MSCF-16) that provide trigger information, and produce analog
signals that are digitized using conventional analog-to-digital
converters. The main trigger for the silicon-array readout is
formed from a logical OR of the discriminator outputs for all
energy and position signals.

Target foils in HELIOS are mounted on a nine-position target
fan, and the rotation angle is read out with a digital encoder. The
distance between the target and the array can be changed by
moving the target fan parallel to the beam axis, and the distance is
measured with a laser range finder. Both the rotation and linear
translation of the target fan can be accomplished under vacuum.
In addition to target foils, the target fan can also hold a calibration

source, a Faraday cup, and a silicon-detector telescope for beam
diagnostics.

3.3. The acceptance

HELIOS disperses charged particles along the detector array
in proportion to the reciprocal of their laboratory velocities,
parallel to the beam, vJ " v0cos#ycm$%Vcm. Each detector thus
subtends the same range of cos#ycm$. The actual range of angles
covered in the center-of-mass frame depends on the position of
the array. As seen from Fig. 2, a range of center-of-mass angles
from 211 to 421 is covered for the ground-state transition in
the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction, given a field of 2.0 T, for the interval
covered by the silicon array between &680 and &340mm from
the target.

The solid-angle acceptance also depends on the magnetic field
and the reaction being studied. An increase in the magnetic field
decreases the dispersion and thus increases the coverage in
center-of-mass angles for a given detector position. For example,
for the ground-state transition in the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction at
6MeV/u with a central magnetic field of 2.0 T, each detector
covers an interval of Dcos#ycm$ " 0:028 and covers an azimuthal
range of Df" 0:24p, giving a solid angle of 0.021 sr per element,
and a total solid angle coverage of 0.50 sr for the silicon array in
the center-of-mass frame.

4. Simulations

Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to characterize the
HELIOS response for the d(28Si,p)29Si reaction used for the
commissioning of the instrument. These simulations are similar
to those described in Ref. [5], but incorporate tracking of particles
through the actual measured field map of the HELIOS solenoid,
and a detector array with dimensions of the actual array. The
target is a deuterated polyethylene [(C2D4)n] foil with an areal
density of 84mg=cm2, and all of the silicon detectors are assumed
to have an intrinsic energy resolution of 50 keV FWHM. These
parameters were chosen to match those of the commissioning
experiment described below. Particles in these simulations were
emitted uniformly in laboratory angle.

Fig. 10 shows a simulated spectrum of proton energy versus
position for several different final states in 29Si populated in the
d(28Si,p)29Si reaction. The figure contains simulated events
for three different target-detector separations, &95, &340, and
&490mm, as measured from the target to the most forward edge
of the active silicon. The active array regions for these three
separations are indicated by the sets of lines I, II, and III,
respectively, in Fig. 10. The dashed curve shows the acceptance
limit imposed by the size of the front of the silicon-detector array.
The gaps in the spectrum that line up for different states at the
same value of z are due to the spaces between individual
detectors on the array. The combination of analytical calculation
and Monte-Carlo simulation provides a convenient means to set
up the spectrometer to study particular nuclear reactions.

5. The d(28Si,p)29Si measurement

5.1. Experimental setup

HELIOS was commissioned with a study of the inverse-
kinematic reaction d(28Si,p)29Si. The (d,p) reaction on 28Si is
well-studied [1] and eight states in 29Si are strongly populated
between Ex"0 and 7MeV, separated by an average interval of
0.91MeV. Near 6MeV there is a pair of states separated
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in the HELIOS silicon-detector array.

Fig. 9. The assembled HELIOS silicon-detector array held in its transport stand.
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HiRA exotic-beam transfer reactions

clei with 3 ! Z ! 28 [13,14]. For most excited states of
stable nuclei with 3 ! Z ! 24, the agreement is slightly
worse, but within 30% [14]. If one uses a different optical
model potential, developed by Jeukenne, Lejeune, and
Mahaux (JLM) [16] with conventional scale factors of
!V " 1:0 and !W " 0:8 for the real and imaginary parts,
and constrains the geometry of these potentials and that of
the transferred-neutron bound state by Hartee-Fock calcu-
lations [17], one observes an overall reduction #30% in
the measured ground state spectroscopic factors [18]. This
implies reduction factors Rs $ %experimentalSF&=%LB'
SM SF& of 30% in the latter approach, similar to the
reductions in proton SF’s extracted from (e, e0p) measure-
ments [19].

Regardless of the choice of optical model potential or
the geometry of the mean-field potential for the transferred
neutron, systematic analyses of neutron transfer reactions
display no strong dependence of the reduction factor Rs on
the neutron-proton asymmetry of the nuclei [13,14,18].
However, systematic uncertainties inherent in comparing
SF’s from different experiments published over a period of
more than 40 years reduce the sensitivity of such studies.

The available transfer reaction data include very few
neutron-rich or neutron-deficient nuclei. To explore more

extreme asymmetries, we extracted the ground state neu-
tron SF’s for 34Ar and 46Ar from (p, d) reactions using
proton-rich 34Ar and neutron-rich 46Ar beams in inverse
kinematics. SF’s from knockout reactions on these nuclei
have been published, and a significant reduction of the
neutron SF for 34Ar has been reported [11]. The difference
between the neutron and proton separation energy (!S),
which characterizes the relative shift of neutron and proton
Fermi energies in these nuclei, is 12.41 and '10:03 MeV
for 34Ar and 46Ar, respectively. In previous studies of
transfer reactions, there were no nuclei with j!Sj (
7 MeV [13,18].
In the present experiments, the deuteron angular distri-

butions from p%34Ar; d& 33Ar and p%46Ar; d&45Ar transfer
reactions were measured using radioactive secondary
beams of 34Ar and 46Ar at 33 MeV=nucleon at the
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at
Michigan State University [20]. The p%36Ar; d&35Ar reac-
tion was also measured using a degraded 36Ar primary
beam at 33 MeV=nucleon to compare with data previously
measured in normal kinematics [21]. These beams were
transported and focused on polyethylene targets %CH2&n
targets with areal densities of 7:10 mg=cm2 for 34;36Ar
and 2:29 mg=cm2 for 46Ar reactions. Deuterons were de-

FIG. 1 (color online). Q-value spectrum [(a)–(c), top panels] and ground state deuteron angular distributions [(d)–(f), bottom panels]
of p%34;36;46Ar; d&33;35;46Ar. The open squares in panel (e) are data from previous normal kinematics experiments [21]. The solid and
dashed lines represent the calculations using JLM) HF and CH89 approach, respectively.

PRL 104, 112701 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

19 MARCH 2010

112701-2

J. Lee et al.
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tected in the High-Resolution Array (HiRA) [22] in coin-
cidence with the recoil residues detected in the S800 focal
plane [23]. An array of 16 HiRA telescopes [22] was
placed at 35 cm from the target where they subtended polar
angles of 6! " !lab " 45!. Each telescope contained
65 "m thick !E and 1500 "m thick E silicon strip de-
tectors, backed by 3.9 cm thick CsI(Tl) crystals. The strips
in these telescopes effectively subdivided each telescope
into 1024 pixels of 2 mm# 2 mm area. Detailed descrip-
tions of experimental setup can be found in Ref. [20].

Deuterons were identified in HiRAwith standard energy
loss techniques using the energy deposited in the!E and E
Silicon strip and CsI detectors. Reaction residues were
identified in the S800 spectrometer using the energy loss
and the time-of-flight (TOF) information of the focal plane
detectors [23]. Figures 1(a)–1(c) show the Q value spectra
for deuterons that stop in the thick Si detector for
p$34;36;46Ar; d%33;35;45Ar. The observed resolutions of 500,
470, and 410 keV FWHM for the transitions to the ground
states of 33;35;45Ar, respectively, agree with the expectation
from GEANT4 [24] simulations taking into account the finite
beam spot size, the energy resolution of the Si detectors,
energy loss, and angular straggling in the target.
Measurements using a 1:7 mg=cm2 carbon target reveal
that the background from reactions on carbon is negligible
when both deuteron and the heavy recoil are detected. The
absolute normalization of the cross section was achieved to
within 10% by directly counting the beam particles with a
microchannel plate detector [25] placed&10 cm upstream
of the target. This also provided the start TOF signal for
particles detected by the S800 spectrometer.

Figures 1(d)–1(f) show the differential cross sections for
the ground state transition of p$34Ar; d%33Ar,
p$36Ar; d%35Ar, and p$46Ar; d%45Ar, respectively. The solid
circles in the lower panels denote the data from present
measurements, and the open squares in Fig. 1(e) denote
previous 36Ar $p; d%35Ar data in normal kinematics at
33:6 MeV=nucleon [21]. The agreement between the mea-
sured cross sections from the present work and Ref. [21]
for the first excited state is also very good [20]. For
p$46Ar; d%45Ar reaction, the ground state (f7=2) and the
first excited state (542 keV, p3=2) were not resolved for
center-of-mass angles larger than 8!. Fortunately, the l
values for the ground state (l ' 3) and first excited state
(l ' 1) are different, resulting in very different angular
distributions. Specifically, the angular distribution for the
excited state exhibits a deep minimum near !c:m: '

20!–27!, close to a factor of 100 smaller than that of
ground state; therefore, the cross sections for the ground
state could be unambiguously extracted [20].
The dashed curves in Figs. 1(d)–1(f) show the ADWA

calculations using the CH89 potential with the conven-
tional neutron bound-state Woods Saxon potential. The
solid lines in Figs. 1(d)–1(f) show the ADWA calculations
using the JLM microscopic potential and the bound-state
neutron potential, which have been constrained by Hartree-
Fock calculations. Both calculations reproduce the shape
of experimental angular distributions. Normalizing the
ADWA model calculations to the data results in the SF
values listed in Table I. Similar to previous analyses,
SF$JLM( HF% values are about 30% smaller than the SF
(CH89) values. The ground state neutron SF’s for 34Ar and
36Ar were calculated in the sd-shell model space using
USDB effective interaction [26]. The ground state neutron
SF for 46Ar was calculated in the sd-pf model space using
the interaction of Nummela et al. [27].

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical neutron spectroscopic factors (SF) and reduction factors (Rs) for ground state 34Ar, 36Ar and
46Ar.

(theo.) (expt.) (expt.)
Isotopes lj# Sn(MeV) !S (MeV) SF(LB-SM) SF$JLM( HF% Rs$JLM( HF% SF(CH89) Rs$CH89%

34Ar s1=2( 17.07 12.41 1.31 0:85) 0:09 0:65) 0:07 1:10) 0:11 0:84) 0:08
36Ar d3=2( 15.25 6.75 2.10 1:60) 0:16 0:76) 0:08 2:29) 0:23 1:09) 0:11
46Ar f7=2* 8.07 *10:03 5.16 3:93) 0:39 0:76) 0:08 5:29) 0:53 1:02) 0:10

FIG. 2 (color online). Reduction factors Rs '
SF$expt%=SF$LB-SM% as a function of the difference between
neutron and proton separation energies, !S. The solid and open
circles represent Rs deduced in JLM( HF and CH89 approach
using the present transfer reaction data, respectively. The open
triangles denote the Rs from knockout reactions [11]. The
dashed line is the best fit of Rs of 32;34;46Ar from knockout
reactions. The use of different !S values from the present work
and knockout reactions in Ref. [11] is explained in Ref. [28].
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The BGS Si cube
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Fragmentation and isotope discovery
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Figure 3.6: Uncalibrated particle identification spectrum of fragments created in re-
action 86Kr+181Ta at B⇢=2.07 Tm. The inset shows zoomed area around the missing
8Be.

individual isotopes. This procedure was applied to all magnetic rigidity settings and

all beam-target combinations.

3.3.2 RIKEN experiment

At 64 MeV/u significant fractions of 86Kr are not fully stripped of electrons after

traversing the target. The charge state distribution of 86Kr showed that approxi-

52
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MoNA  (Thanks to C.R. Hoffman)

Calem R. Hoffman Nuclear Structure 2010             Aug. 8-13, 2010 Berkeley, CA

8

Experimental setup

26F beam @ 85 MeV/u ~20 pps

22O recoil fragments selected 

by dipole magnet 

Neutrons detected around 0o

Carried out using the CCF at the NSCL on the MSU campus
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MoNA

Calem R. Hoffman Nuclear Structure 2010             Aug. 8-13, 2010 Berkeley, CA

2

Location of oxygen neutron drip line

Taken from: T. Otsuka et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 032501 (2010).

Anomalous oxygen drip line

ending at N = 16

Chart of the nuclides (Z < 15)
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MoNA

Calem R. Hoffman Nuclear Structure 2010             Aug. 8-13, 2010 Berkeley, CA

11

Relative decay energy: First TOF hit (nA)

nfopennfnf

2

n

2

fdecay )]cos([2 mmppEEmmE −−Θ−++=

Taken from: A. Schiller et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 

99, 112501 (2007).

Taken from: Z. Elekes et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 

98, 102502 (2007).

45 keV

0.6 MeV

1.3 MeV

• Previously unobserved resonance at ~0.6 MeV
• Origin: No nearby states suggested by shell model
• Possible candidate for two-neutron coincidence
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Summary

• Energy loss of charged particles.

• Semiconductor and silicon detectors.

• The p-n junction results in a contact potential and 
fixed space charges, creating a depletion region.  
This region is the solid-state analog of an ionization 
chamber.

• Silicon and charged-particle detection techniques are 
used throughout physics.

• There is a lot of science being carried out with exotic 
beams that relies on the beneficial properties of silicon.

• There are a great deal of other detectors that I could 
not discuss!
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Additional Material
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Electron-hole equilibrium concentrations
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Micro-channel plate (MCP) tracking system
•Secondary electrons ejected from the 

beam interaction on target are 
detected by the MCP.

•E-field accelerates e- while B-field 
confines trajectories.

•Electron multiplication occurs in the channels 
of the MCP.

•Anode provides timing.
•Position information readout from four corner 

signals taken from a resistive anode.
•Capable of rates approaching 106 Hz.
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Analogous proton decay
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65Se

69Kr

• 65Se and 69Kr are analogous 
systems:
•Both Tz = -3/2 nuclei
•Similar relative energies for 

states of interest.
•However, their decays are 
strikingly different!!!
•We can explain this difference if 
the spin of the analog state in 69Br 
is higher than in 65As.
•From mirror nuclei one expects 
Jπ = 3/2- for the 65As IAS while 
69Br must haveℓ≥3, most likely 
Jπ = 5/2-.
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Tz = 0:  62Ga, 66As, and 70Br
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rp Process and Masses ofN ! Z ! 34 Nuclides
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High-precision Penning-trap mass measurements of the N ! Z ! 34 nuclides 68Se, 70Se, 70mBr, and
71Br were performed, reaching experimental uncertainties of 0.5–15 keV. The new and improved mass

data together with theoretical Coulomb displacement energies were used as input for rp process network

calculations. An increase in the effective lifetime of the waiting point nucleus 68Se was found, and more

precise information was obtained on the luminosity during a type I x-ray burst along with the final

elemental abundances after the burst.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.132501 PACS numbers: 21.10.Dr, 26.30."k, 27.50.+e

Type I x-ray bursts can occur when a neutron star
accretes matter from an expanded companion star. In order
to understand the energy generation, the fuel consumption,
and the ash composition of type I x-ray bursts the under-
lying nuclear physics must be known. Masses of the nu-
clides involved in this process are critical to the
understanding of these events [1].

Type I x-ray bursts are initiated when the temperature
and the density in the accreted layer on a neutron star
become high enough to allow a breakout from the hot
CNO cycle. The burst consists of a rapid burning of hydro-
gen in a series of proton captures and ! decays, a scenario
generally known as the rp process [2]. The nuclei start to
capture protons and proceed along a capture chain until the
proton dripline is reached. The burst can only proceed past
this point through a ! decay or a double proton capture.
These dripline nuclei are known as the ‘‘waiting points.’’
The time it takes to proceed beyond a waiting point nu-
cleus, the effective lifetime, determines the extent to which
the waiting point alters the final abundance distribution and
the observable x-ray light curve of the burst.

The important waiting point nuclei in the N ! Z ! 34
region are 64Ge, 68Se, and 72Kr. These nuclei along with an
rp process path in this region are shown in Fig. 1. Their
effective lifetimes have a strong impact on the shape and
the duration of the light curve emitted during a type I x-ray
burst [3–6]. In particular, their long lifetimes are a likely
explanation for the often observed long burst tails, which
are commonly used as indicators of a hydrogen content
sufficient to sustain an extended rp process beyond A #
64. A quantitative interpretation of burst tails in terms of
the initial hydrogen content requires reliable nuclear phys-
ics. Such a quantitative analysis is not only a precision test
of burst models but also allows for a determination of the
expected maximum luminosity (Eddington luminosity)
that is observed in powerful photospheric radius expansion
bursts. A quantitative understanding of photospheric radius
expansion bursts could pave the way for using them as
standard candles [7] or as probes of the nuclear matter

equation of state [8]. A reliable modeling of burst tails is
also important to predict the composition of the burst
ashes. This composition is required to perform crust model
calculations [9] and to predict possible contributions to
galactic nucleosynthesis from small amounts of matter
ejected in some bursts [10].
The effective lifetime of a waiting point depends very

sensitively on nuclear masses. During the explosion, an
equilibrium develops between proton capture and photo-
disintegration. The ratio of the rates determines the extent
to which the double proton capture channel can bypass the
! decay of the waiting point nuclei. Reliable rate ratio
calculations require mass measurements with uncertainties
on the order of 10 keV or less [1,3]. Because of the low
production rates of nuclides close to the proton dripline in
laboratory nuclear reactions, mass measurements in this
region are difficult. However, recent progress in Penning-
trap mass spectrometry [11] has allowed many of the
masses up to the N ! Z ! 34 region to be measured
with high precision [12–17].
In this Letter, we present high-precision Penning-trap

mass measurements of 68Se, 70Se, 70mBr, and 71Br. This set
of precise experimental mass data provides a solid basis for
predicting mass values beyond the N # Z line using
Coulomb displacement energies (CDE), the binding en-
ergy difference between the mirror nuclei, calculated in
[6]. The improved mass data and predictions were used as

FIG. 1 (color online). Proposed path of the rp process in the
N ! Z ! 34 region and waiting point nuclei.
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Tz = 0:  62Ga, 66As, and 70Br
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Type I x-ray bursts can occur when a neutron star
accretes matter from an expanded companion star. In order
to understand the energy generation, the fuel consumption,
and the ash composition of type I x-ray bursts the under-
lying nuclear physics must be known. Masses of the nu-
clides involved in this process are critical to the
understanding of these events [1].

Type I x-ray bursts are initiated when the temperature
and the density in the accreted layer on a neutron star
become high enough to allow a breakout from the hot
CNO cycle. The burst consists of a rapid burning of hydro-
gen in a series of proton captures and ! decays, a scenario
generally known as the rp process [2]. The nuclei start to
capture protons and proceed along a capture chain until the
proton dripline is reached. The burst can only proceed past
this point through a ! decay or a double proton capture.
These dripline nuclei are known as the ‘‘waiting points.’’
The time it takes to proceed beyond a waiting point nu-
cleus, the effective lifetime, determines the extent to which
the waiting point alters the final abundance distribution and
the observable x-ray light curve of the burst.

The important waiting point nuclei in the N ! Z ! 34
region are 64Ge, 68Se, and 72Kr. These nuclei along with an
rp process path in this region are shown in Fig. 1. Their
effective lifetimes have a strong impact on the shape and
the duration of the light curve emitted during a type I x-ray
burst [3–6]. In particular, their long lifetimes are a likely
explanation for the often observed long burst tails, which
are commonly used as indicators of a hydrogen content
sufficient to sustain an extended rp process beyond A #
64. A quantitative interpretation of burst tails in terms of
the initial hydrogen content requires reliable nuclear phys-
ics. Such a quantitative analysis is not only a precision test
of burst models but also allows for a determination of the
expected maximum luminosity (Eddington luminosity)
that is observed in powerful photospheric radius expansion
bursts. A quantitative understanding of photospheric radius
expansion bursts could pave the way for using them as
standard candles [7] or as probes of the nuclear matter

equation of state [8]. A reliable modeling of burst tails is
also important to predict the composition of the burst
ashes. This composition is required to perform crust model
calculations [9] and to predict possible contributions to
galactic nucleosynthesis from small amounts of matter
ejected in some bursts [10].
The effective lifetime of a waiting point depends very

sensitively on nuclear masses. During the explosion, an
equilibrium develops between proton capture and photo-
disintegration. The ratio of the rates determines the extent
to which the double proton capture channel can bypass the
! decay of the waiting point nuclei. Reliable rate ratio
calculations require mass measurements with uncertainties
on the order of 10 keV or less [1,3]. Because of the low
production rates of nuclides close to the proton dripline in
laboratory nuclear reactions, mass measurements in this
region are difficult. However, recent progress in Penning-
trap mass spectrometry [11] has allowed many of the
masses up to the N ! Z ! 34 region to be measured
with high precision [12–17].
In this Letter, we present high-precision Penning-trap

mass measurements of 68Se, 70Se, 70mBr, and 71Br. This set
of precise experimental mass data provides a solid basis for
predicting mass values beyond the N # Z line using
Coulomb displacement energies (CDE), the binding en-
ergy difference between the mirror nuclei, calculated in
[6]. The improved mass data and predictions were used as

FIG. 1 (color online). Proposed path of the rp process in the
N ! Z ! 34 region and waiting point nuclei.
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